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Title: Frankenstein's Bloody Nightmare
Director: John R. Hand
Country: United States
Rating: 7.5
Reviewer: C Dempsey
 

There is really no feeling quite like putting in a movie, pressing play and not knowing
what you are going to get.  You don’t read the any reviews of the film, you don’t really
need to know the synopsis, and you just roll the dice and hope for the best.

 
John R. Hand’s “Frankenstein’s Bloody Nightmare” was a winning experience. The film opened with the
Super 8 grain that isn’t common in 2006.  The time for Super 8 has passed us, but this film really wouldn't
work as well if it weren't a definite retro throwback to the days of experimental madness.  The film is made so
well that my mind played a trick on me more than a few times as I kept having to tell myself that this film was
new…it’s a new film….it’s a new film.  Hand’s decision to create this film with the passed technology is really
uncommon for the present digital day, but it proves that he possesses the vision to truley bring his imaginary
landscapes to life. It’s vision like this that won’t appeal to the masses off the bat, but will pave the way for
what happens in his career down the road.
 
The film itself is very paralyzing.  Not paralyzing in that bad way, but in a way were you don’t want to take
your eyes off of the picture nor remove your ears from the sound.  Layered on top of borage of eye candy is
an eerie, almost IDM soundtrack.  Some of you will get this, some of you won’t…but the combination of the
two made me feel like I was living inside of a Boards of Canada album cover.  The soundtrack for
“Frankenstein’s Bloody Nightmare” is also one of the best speaker tests I have every heard, front to back, left
to right, back to front…my home was blasting off but I was sat wide eyed hooked into Hand's visual trance.
 
This film is smart, but it isn’t a film that tries to be smart.  There shouldn’t be any confusion with what
happened when the film is over where so many other experimental films seem to fail. Today it’s easy to find
art, it’s all over the place.  What’s hard is to find good art that is uniquely daring and fresh.  “Frankenstein’s
Bloody Nightmare” is good art.
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